Potassium channels are necessary for a number of essential biological tasks such as the generation of action potentials and setting the resting membrane potential in cells, both of which require that these channels selectively permit the passage of potassium ions while suppressing the flow of other ions. Generally, this selectivity is attributed to a narrow stretch of the channel known as the selectivity filter. Over this stretch ions are dehydrated, and the backbone oxygen atoms of the protein mimic the ion's loss of coordination by water. However, channels are long pores with spatially distinct ion-binding sites that all must be traversed during ion permeation. We have shown that selectivity of mutant Kir3.2 (GIRK2) channels can be substantially amplified by introducing acidic residues into the cavity, a binding site below the selectivity filter. Here, we carry out electrostatic calculations on homology models to quantify the degree of stabilization that these mutations have on ions in the cavity. We then construct a multiion model of ion permeation to calculate the channel's permeability to potassium relative to sodium. This kinetic model uses rates derived from the electrostatic calculations and demonstrates that nonselective electrostatic stabilization of cations in the cavity can amplify channel selectivity independently of the selectivity filter. This nonintuitive result highlights the dependence of channel properties on the entire channel architecture and suggests that selectivity may not be fully understood by focusing solely on thermodynamic considerations of ion dehydration and the energetics of the selectivity filter.
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electrostatics ͉ model ͉ potassium channel ͉ simulation ͉ ion permeation P otassium (K ϩ ) channels permit millions of potassium ions to cross the membrane per second, while suppressing by 1,000-fold the concomitant flux of the smaller sodium ions (1) . How might such remarkable selectivity be achieved given that the potassium ion diameter is only 0.4 Å larger than the sodium ion diameter, yet thermal fluctuations in the protein are on the order of angstroms? Potassium channels have a characteristic GYG amino acid sequence, and the structure of the KcsA K ϩ channel reveals that the backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms of these residues coordinate K ϩ ions in the filter (2) . It has been suggested that a better approximation of the hydration shell of K ϩ compared with other ions underlies the basis of selectivity (2) (3) (4) . Indeed, simulations predict that the filter sites are several kilocalories per mole more selective for K ϩ (5-7). Nonetheless, x-ray structures show that the selectivity filter binding sites are just one of several distinct positions that must be occupied as ions transit the channel. There is a water-filled cavity below the filter that ions occupy (2, 4) and charged rings in the cytoplasmic domains of inwardly rectifying potassium (Kir) channels that are likely to be additional ion-binding sites (8) (9) (10) . The presence of these sequential binding sites is important for physiological properties such as the steep voltage-dependent block of outward K ϩ current, known as inward rectification (11) (12) (13) , but is there a role for these additional sites that fall outside of the selectivity filter in determining the selectivity of the channel?
It is well understood that residues at sites above and below the selectivity filter can have a powerful effect on the permeation properties of channels. Negatively charged residues at the extracellular mouth (14) , water-filled cavity (15, 16) , or the cytoplasmic pore (17) increase the rate of K ϩ conduction in potassium channels. On the other hand, positively charged residues at sites distant from the selectivity filter in the voltage-gated CLC-0 chloride channels increase chloride conductance (18) . These observations can be understood in terms of the favorable electrostatic interaction of the permeant ion and the charged residues. Long-range electrostatic interactions dramatically increase the in rates to key sites in the channel, correspondingly increasing the steady-state occupancy of these sites; however, these charged interactions are generally nonselective, affecting ions with the same charge equally. Therefore, with regard to potassium channels, one might expect that charge mutations at nonselective sites would equally increase the channel's permeability to all cations.
The presence of multiple sites in a channel provides an alternate possibility. The rate of entry into one part of the channel may be very different for two species of ions, but this difference may be masked by a rate-limiting step elsewhere in the channel, which is comparable for both ions. Removing the rate-limiting step by judiciously mutating the channel will unmask intrinsic differences in the channel and bring about unexpected results, such as increased selectivity. This scenario is particularly plausible if there is a large range in the kinetic rates for movement between different sites. Support for this hypothesis comes from kinetic models of ion permeation for K ϩ channels, which predict that the rate constants connecting different ion configurations span three to four orders of magnitude (19, 20) . However, dissecting the relative contributions from different parts of the channel to the total conductance is a difficult task, yet important if we are to better understand how ion channels function, how they can be regulated, and how they evolved.
Together with a companion paper (21), we use a combination of experimental and computational methods to understand the importance of the cavity site in controlling ion selectivity. Starting from a mutation, S177W, behind the selectivity filter that renders the Kir3.2 channel nonselective, we discovered that introducing charged mutations at pore-facing positions in the cavity dramatically restores K ϩ selectivity. Here, we use molecular and kinetic modeling to explore the mechanism by which K ϩ selectivity is reinstated. We show that electrostatic stabilization of cations in the channel cavity increases K ϩ selectivity by changing rates into and out of the cavity and increasing the occupancy of the cavity-bound states, but not by changing the inherent selectivity of the selectivity filter. Thus, all of our analysis supports the notion that tuning a nonselective ion-binding site outside of the selectivity filter, from a weak cation binder to a strong cation binder, shifts the rate-limiting step for ion movement from a state that is relatively nonselective for K ϩ over Na ϩ to one that is more selective for K ϩ . This change brings about a dramatic increase in selectivity and highlights the importance of the entire channel in controlling conduction properties.
Results
Electrostatic Interactions in the Cavity Enhance K ؉ Selectivity. In our companion study (21) , we show that substitution of S177 by tryptophan on the inner helix of Kir3.2 channels nearly abolishes the channel's ability to discriminate between Na ϩ and K ϩ ions, even though these channels still bear the intact K ϩ channel signature sequence. Starting from this nonselective channel, we identified the cavity facing position N184 on the inner helix (M2) as a key regulator of K ϩ selectivity. We replaced N184 with a wide range of amino acids, all in the background of the nonselective S177W channel, and measured changes to ion selectivity, as indicated by the relative permeability of Na ϩ to K ϩ (P Na ͞P K ) (Fig. 1A) . Interestingly, acidic substitutions restored K ϩ selectivity by 20-to 70-fold, whereas all other substitutions resulted in nonselective channels. We probed the mechanism underlying the enhancement of K ϩ selectivity by the negatively charged Asp (D) and Glu (E) on the M2 helix by quantifying the degree of electrostatic stabilization of the cavity ion with continuumelectrostatic calculations by using Kir3.2 homology models (Fig.  1B) . Whereas the free energy of transfer for a monovalent cation from bulk water to the cavity is Ϫ10 k B T for WT (N) and neutral substitutions (Q, S, A and M), similar to values reported for Dependence of permeability ratio (P Na͞PK) on amino acid substitution at position N184. Permeability ratios (P Na͞PK) were deduced from the difference in reversal potential measured in oocytes bathed in 90 mM Na ϩ or 90 mM K ϩ . Only acidic substitutions at N184 (N184D͞E) restore K ϩ selectivity to S177W-containing mutant channels (values are mean Ϯ SEM; values for selective channels are tertiapin-corrected; * , P Ͻ 0.001). (B) Dependence of the electrostatic free energy of the cavity ion on mutations at position N184. Negative charges (N184D͞E) stabilize monovalent cations by Ϫ10 k BT, whereas basic substitutions (N184R͞K) destabilize the cavity ion by 15 k BT, relative to WT channels. In agreement with experimental evidence, pK a calculations reveal that only two of the four aspartate residues facing the cavity ion are charged (36) ; therefore, in all calculations, we assume that only two of the four mutant residues are charged when they are either basic or acidic residues (see Materials and Methods).
KcsA (22), N184D͞E increases the binding by Ϫ10 k B T, whereas N184R͞K destabilizes the ion by Ϸ15 k B T (Fig. 1B) . Notably, these large changes in binding energy will contribute exponentially to a bias in the distribution of ions in the cavity. However, continuum-electrostatic calculations predict no change in selectivity of K ϩ over Na ϩ at this cavity site. Looking for higher-order effects, we performed free energy perturbation calculations on fully hydrated, membrane-embedded Kir3.2 channels with or without the N184D mutation. These results revealed that there was no free energy difference between Na ϩ and K ϩ in the cavity (data not shown) leaving us with the question: how might electrostatic interactions between the channel and cavity ion affect selectivity without favoring K ϩ over Na ϩ in the cavity?
Models of Ion Permeation. Our analysis thus far suggests that the primary effect of the charge mutations in the cavity is to change the cavity-binding energetics of K ϩ and Na ϩ equally, while leaving the selectivity filter geometry largely unchanged (21) . We set out to explore how stabilizing K ϩ and Na ϩ equally in the cavity could enhance K ϩ selectivity by using realistic kinetic models in which the rate constants reflect the underlying physics of ion movement through the channel. We begin with a simplified scenario and imagine a channel harboring two ions (blue) with an ion (green) poised to enter the channel from the extracellular solution ( Fig. 2A) . According to the ''knock-on model,'' ion movement in the multiion, single-file channel is tightly coupled, and the entry of the green ion displaces an ion already in the channel, forcing it into the intracellular space (23) . Repeating this process results in the translocation of ions from outside to inside the cell. Detailed models of this sequence of events in a more realistic channel pore have been developed and tested based on physiological measurements and high-resolution structures of KcsA (20) . We have adapted this scheme to Kir3.2, and the inward translocation of an ion can be seen in Fig. 2B where each step along the pathway is represented by a ribbon diagram of the full channel. Ions reside in one of six distinct positions, in the extracellular site (S0), the filter (S1-S4), or the central cavity site (C). Inward transport occurs in two distinct modes via path 1 (d 3 c 3 b 3 a 3 d) or path 2 (d 3 c 3 b  3 e 3 d) . Note that, the cavity site remains occupied along path 1 but not path 2. This difference immediately suggests a nontrivial role for the cavity ion-binding site in determining the kinetics of transport.
Next, we discuss the extension of this model to allow for both inward and outward movements of ions (Fig. 3A) and the possibility of multiple ion species in the channel at once (Fig.  3B) . Whereas the scheme in Fig. 2B depicts unidirectional movements of ions entering the cell, a realistic model for ion permeation has to incorporate the equally important outward flow of ions through the channel. In this more complete model, the equivalent kinetic scheme can be redrawn as in Fig. 3A . Here, inward current is depicted by counterclockwise transitions along path 1 or clockwise transitions along path 2. This model, although accurate, only allows for one kind of ion in the channel at a time. Experimentally, we determine permeability ratios from reversal potential measurements under bi-ionic conditions with both K ϩ and Na ϩ present. Therefore, we must consider one final generalization of the scheme, which allows for mixing of both K ϩ (blue) and Na ϩ (red) ions in the channel (Fig. 3B) . In this case, the total number of configurations jumps from 5 to 32, but the spatial organization of the ions in the channel remains the same. We therefore assigned each of the new states to a subgroup corresponding to one of the states (a to e) in Fig. 3A , so that there are eight states each in subgroups a-c and four states each in subgroups d and e (Fig. 3B) . We refer generically to rates from states in subgroup a to those in subgroup b by k ab . Realize that this is a shorthand notation and not all rates between subgroups are equal. We now want to motivate the choice of kinetic rate constants through the channel for both the K ϩ and Na ϩ ions.
Model Rates Predicted from Molecular Calculations and Experiment.
As suggested by our molecular calculations with K ϩ or Na ϩ ions in the cavity, we require that the energies of both ions in the cavity and their rates of movements between the cavity and the cytoplasm are equal. Most importantly, all cavity rates depend on mutations at position 184, such that enhanced cation binding in the cavity (N184D͞E) increases, to the same extent, the in rates for moving K ϩ or Na ϩ into the cavity (k da , k eb , and k cb ) and decreases, to the same extent, the out rates for moving K ϩ or Na ϩ out of the cavity (k ad , k be , and k bc ) (details in Supporting Text, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Rates were determined subject to these constraints by simultaneously fitting the model to the single-channel conductance values measured in isotonic KCl or isotonic NaCl solutions (Fig. 7 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site) and the permeability ratios determined under biionic conditions for the S177W mutant channel (see Supporting Text).
A Kinetic Mechanism Explains the Gain in K ؉ Selectivity. Using this realistic model for K ϩ and Na ϩ permeation through the S177W channel, we numerically determined the reversal potential and P Na ͞P K ratio. Remarkably, this kinetic model predicts that electrostatic stabilization of the cavity ion makes the channel extremely selective for K ϩ (solid line in Fig. 4A ). Moreover, this result is robust and can be reproduced with fewer parameters with a minimal model (see Fig. 8 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). This finding supports the dependence of the experimentally measured permeability ratios of S177W-N184X on these mutants' electrostatic binding energy predicted by continuum calculations (diamonds in Fig. 4A ). Interestingly, significant gain of selectivity requires a 10-k B T change in cavity binding, which is the incremental change elicited by introducing a negative charge at position 184 (Fig. 1B) . This finding explains the binary response of selectivity recovery in Fig. 1 A. Some insight into the channel's ability to select K ϩ over Na ϩ may be gleaned from the energetic predictions of this model for K ϩ (blue circles in Fig. 4B ) and Na ϩ (red circles in Fig. 4B ). The free energies for K ϩ and Na ϩ in the cavity are equal and altered to the same extent by charge mutations (Fig. 4B) , as expected from continuum-electrostatic calculations (Fig. 1B) . Without negatively charged cavity-facing residues to stabilize the cavity ion, state e is stabilized relative to state a forcing conduction through path 2 (see Figs. 2B and 3 ). Along this pathway, both K ϩ and Na ϩ are rate-limited by the exit of the cavity ion to the cytoplasm (b 3 e) because of low occupancy of state b, because the transition from c to b is also energetically unfavorable in the absence of electrostatic stabilization of the cavity ion. This step is comparable for K ϩ and Na ϩ because k be is equivalent for both ions, and the filter sites S1 and S3 are only slightly selective for K ϩ over Na ϩ , Ϸ2 k B T each (Fig. 4B) , which is about half the selectivity predicted for these sites in WT KcsA (24) . With negative charges in the cavity, however, state a is stabilized and conduction occurs via path 1, but the cavity ion dwell time is lengthened because of electrostatic interactions, thus making it difficult for the cavity ion to exit to the cytoplasm (a 3 d). This increased dwell time provides more opportunity for the filter to select for the filter ions, particularly in light of the nearly doubled selectivity at sites S2 and S4 compared with S1 and S3 (Fig. 4B) , thereby bringing about the dramatic changes to the permeability ratio seen in Fig. 4A . We will return to this theme in Discussion and use a simplified scenario to illustrate the basis of kinetic regulation of K ϩ selectivity (see Fig. 6 ).
Recovery of K ؉ Selectivity Is Independent of the Mutation Causing the
Initial Loss of Selectivity. It is crucial to our analysis that the mutations at positions 177 and 184 independently affect the channel as suggested by our theoretical analysis (21) . To address this concern, we discovered that S177G, like S177W, abolishes channel selectivity (Fig. 5 , P Na ͞P K ϭ 0.4 Ϯ 0.1 SEM). The marked size difference between Gly (G) and Trp (W) suggests that the details of selectivity loss are different in these cases. Our next step was to determine whether a negative charge introduced to face 1 of M2 could recover this loss of selectivity. Indeed, the S177G-V188D double mutant channels are highly selective (P Na ͞P K ϭ 0.03 Ϯ 0.01 SEM). These findings further buttress the Single ion energies for sodium (red circles) and potassium (blue circles) at all six binding sites along the channel pore (S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, and C). The energy of both ions is identical in the cavity site (C) and is altered by the same amount by charge mutations in the cavity; however, K ϩ is favored over Na ϩ at all positions except the extracellular site S0. For comparison to calculations on a selective channel, KcsA is predicted to be K ϩ -selective by Ϫ2.2, ϩ4.3, ϩ8.8, ϩ3.0, and Ϫ2.0 kBT for sites S0 -S4 (24) . In the present simulations, filter binding energies, S0 -S4, were determined from kinetic modeling as described in Supporting Text. Fig. 5 . The nonselective S177G mutant Kir3.2 channel is also suppressed by aspartate (D) mutation in the channel cavity (V188D). (Left) Homology model of Kir3.2 channel with the S177G (red) mutation on the M2 helix, behind the selectivity filter, and V188D (green) at a pore-facing position in the cavity.
(Right) Current traces for S177G (Upper) illustrate that the channel is nonselective and permeates both Na ϩ and K ϩ . The V188D mutation restores K ϩ selectivity to S177G-bearing channels as shown by the S177G-V188D (Lower) current recorded in Na ϩ or K ϩ solutions. Current traces were recorded at membrane potentials ranging from ϩ40 to Ϫ140 mV in 20-mV increments from Xenopus oocyte expressing mutant channels and bathed in 90 mM Na ϩ or K ϩ solutions.
notion that the enhanced K ϩ selectivity is a general feature of cavity ion stabilization as suggested by our theory.
Discussion
Charge mutations have a powerful effect on the interaction of permeant ions with the channel (Fig. 1B) , and they have been shown to have an equally large impact on the channel conduction properties (14, 15, 17, 18 ). It is not surprising then that singlecharge mutations should also affect the K ϩ selectivity of a channel ( Fig. 1 A) ; in fact, basic substitution of a pore-lining acidic residue switches the cation-anion selectivity of a cyclic nucleotide-gated channel (25) . What is surprising is that this change in selectivity is accomplished in a completely nonselective way at a site that is not the selectivity filter. Using a standard model of potassium channel ion transport, we show that our experimental results can be entirely explained by nonselective stabilization of cations in the cavity site without appealing to the possibility that charge mutations in the cavity affect the geometry of the selectivity filter (see Fig. 4B ).
We further illustrate this mechanism by considering the simplified scenarios of a channel under a strong inward concentration gradient of only K ϩ or Na ϩ (Fig. 6) ; the same conclusions hold for the multiion model used to compute Fig. 4A . The ion energies in Fig. 4B influence the probability of occupancy of each state depicted in Fig. 3A and the transition rates between states. Without electrostatic stabilization of the cavity ion by negatively charged residues, it is more energetically costly (and less likely) to occupy state b in which the cavity site is filled. In this case path 2 is preferred by both ions, and the rate-limiting steps for K ϩ or Na ϩ permeation are similar (Fig. 6A ). Because the model predicts that filter sites S1 and S3 have very small selectivity (Fig. 4B) , the steady-state populations at the bottleneck (state b) are nearly equal, resulting in roughly equal flux of both ions. In contrast, with negative charges to stabilize the cavity ion, states b and a are readily occupied by both K ϩ and Na ϩ , and ions move primarily along path 1 (Fig. 6B) . K ϩ ions have no difficulty moving through the selectivity filter and entering state a, whereas Na ϩ ions experience greater discrimination at sites S2 and S4 (Fig. 4B) ; hence, conduction along path 1 is suppressed for Na ϩ despite the stabilization of the cavity ion. As a result, the rate-limiting step for K ϩ is much less demanding than the rate-limiting step for Na ϩ (Fig. 6B) . It is in this manner that tuning the stabilization of the cavity ion moved the ratelimiting step away from a state that is relatively nonselective (state b) to one that is more selective (state a) (Fig. 4B) , and therefore brings about amplification of the K ϩ selectivity (Fig. 4A) .
K ϩ selectivity is generally discussed in terms of the free energy of K ϩ compared with other ions at the selectivity filter sites. Although such a distinction is required at some sites or barriers along the channel, it is not sufficient to ensure high selectivity. Here we show with kinetic modeling, that even when some filter sites are selective, by 4-5 k B T, this selectivity does not translate to a selective channel. Adjusting rates elsewhere in the channel brings out this selectivity. This effect is especially important when the channel sites are only mildly selective; in fact, our models predict that the channel is selective for all cavity-binding energies when all filter sites are very selective, Ͼ5 k B T. It is most likely that the selectivity of the filter sites was only modest at the earliest points of evolution. Therefore, it is at these nascent stages that the adoption of multiple ion binding sites may have been most important.
Although most K ϩ channels are highly selective, as we show here with reengineered channels, simply measuring the selectivity does not delineate the contribution to selectivity from the selectivity filter alone versus the cavity. We have focused on the effects of charge mutations in the cavity site, but any binding site is likely to affect the mode of ion conduction and thus channel selectivity according to our model, although the details may be different. Cation-binding sites are found throughout the extracellular, transmembrane, and cytoplasmic domains of various channels, including Kir channels (1, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . The presence of these multiple ion-binding sites increases the complexity of transport in unexpected ways, as shown here, and suggests an expanded role for the different domains of the channel.
Materials and Methods
Constructs and Oocyte Expression, Electrophysiology, and Permeability Measurements. A description of all experimental techniques can be found in the companion paper (21).
Modeling. We used Modeller8v0 (32) to construct homology models of Kir3.2 by using KirBac1.1 as a template structure as described (21) . A representative S177W mutant structure was chosen, and subsequent mutations at position 184 were generated by using the PSFGEN module in NAMD2.5 (33) . Channels were minimized for 3,000 steps in vacuum by using the CHARMM27 parameter set with full electrostatics in NAMD (33) . A high dielectric constant of 40.0 was used to account for the lack of water surrounding the cavity ion. The choice of this value did not strongly influence the final free energy values. Potassium ions were included in the S1 and S3 filter sites and the cavity and held fixed during minimization.
Electrostatic calculations were carried out by using the program APBS with the PARSE parameter set (34) . All calculations Fig. 6 . Stabilizing the cavity ion affects K ϩ and Na ϩ rate-limiting steps differently. We used the multiion model to analyze the rate-limiting steps for both K ϩ and Na ϩ movement under conditions of inward flow (100 mM outside, 10 mM inside). Different species were considered separately for illustrative purposes. The units of the y axis are log of picoamps, and only the dominant pathway is shown for each case. (A) Inward, unidirectional flux for the S177W nonselective channel. Exit of the cavity ion to the cytoplasm is rate-limiting for K ϩ and Na ϩ because of the reduced occupancy of state b. (B) Inward, unidirectional flux for the S177W-N184D K ϩ -selective channel. The rate-limiting step for both K ϩ and Na ϩ is an exit of the cavity ion to the cytoplasm (this rate constant is assumed equal for both ions). Na ϩ flux through this pathway is reduced because of greater selectivity at the S2 and S4 filter sites, which reduces the steady-state occupancy of state a relative to K ϩ . We note that the net flux (inward Ϫ outward) is constant along the permeation pathway, but here we show only the inward component of the flux. treated protein as dielectric 10.0 and water as dielectric 80.0 and included a symmetric bath of 0.1 M counterions. The effect of the membrane was added as a continuous slab of dielectric 2.0 (35). For free energy calculations for the transfer of ions from bulk water to the cavity, we calculated the energy of the ion in the channel and subtracted the energy of the channel system without the cavity ion and the energy of the ion in bulk water. Estimates of pK a shifts indicate that at most two N184D residues are charged (see Supporting Text), in accord with experiments on pore lining charges (36) . Hence, all calculations involving basic or acidic mutations were performed with two charged residues in the pore from diagonal subunits.
The kinetic model was solved in Matlab as detailed in Supporting Text. Rate constants, ion concentrations, and additional details on solving the model can be found in Supporting Text.
